
13/07/22   PARENT FORUM 

Powerpoint - Behaviour at Flamstead End  

Aims of the meeting - to discuss: 

 Positive Behaviour stratagies 

 Zones of regulation 

 Educational consequences 

 Restorative practice 

 Steps 

 

Parents discussed how they can use ZOR at home to support their children’s emotions. 

Parents asked questions about how ZOR used in school. 

Catching poor behaviour before it escalates. LP spoke about strategies we use in school to support 
children with their emotions. 

Scripts explained that we use in school for managing incidents of negative behaviour. 

Restorative conversations/written conversations/statements/CCTV all used when investigating 
incidents. 

All incidents logged on cpoms (our online safeguarding/ behaviour log) -system explained. 

Discussion regarding negative behaviours - children are not 'naughty' - the reason for their behaviours is 
usually crying out for help with their emotions. Children crave praise and will display negative behaviour 
to gain attention if unable to gain praise for positive behaviour. 

Head/Deputy/Phase leaders will contact parents regarding incidents at school concerning children. 

If minor incidents an email may be sent informing the parent/carer. 

Discussion about parents who send the school aggressive negative emails complaining about their 
children's behaviours. Children have gone home and told a parent without telling an adult at school 
when an incident happened - therefore the incident has not been resolved and parents feel their child 
has been wronged. 

Forum reps discussed that parents don't always understand how schools work. 

Discussion around what are educational consequences e.g. damaged property-children would help to fix 
what had been broken. 



Pupil support spoke about how we support anger issues in school-anger gremlin/what to do when your 
temper flares/nurture groups. 

Pupil Support to look into boys' behaviour courses as reps suggested this sort of thing would be 
welcomed by parents -discussion about the online safety course offered previously and the low take up 
by parents. 

Restorative practice-how our actions can make people feel-supports children to manage their 
feelings/ensure they are safe and that the incident is not going to happen again. Children given the 
opportunity to speak to each other and discuss the incident/reactions/feelings. 

Year 1 spellings discussed as one parent said that the spellings need to be looked at as they don't match 
their child's reading ability. Miss Painter explained how RWI works but that it is important for parents to 
inform class teacher of any anxieties over learning that they may not be aware of. 

Discussion about emails sent to teacher that are answered by office rather than passed to the teacher. 
The office always consult teachers before replying directly to parents. 

 

STEPs – we work with parents to identify a child’s positive and negative behaviours and feelings when 
writing behaviour plans. Roots& Fruits/Anxiety maps explained. 

Parent & Visitor code of conduct explained. 

Parents are responsible for their child on the playground out of school hours and are expected to correct 
their children's behaviour as well. 

Positive praise explained, parents given scenario that they have been told they did one thing wrong-how 
would they feel-they replied they would lose their temper. It was then understood how the way we 
speak to our children makes them feel and display negative behaviour. STEPs trains staff to speak in a 
positive way e.g. 'please walk', rather than 'don't run'. 

Parents then understood that the way they speak to children needs to be re-phrased - parents would 
benefit from information regarding negative/positive talk. 

Exclusions 

Exclusions explained-only when behaviour is dangerous. 

Managed moves explained as an alternative to permanent exclusions. 

Parents' questions 

One parent concerned as her child is being hurt by another child in her class. 

It was explained that all behaviours are logged and parents will be spoken to and support offered. Staff 
can’t discuss with parents the strategies used with another child, only their own.   

 


